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ABSTRACT

This paper illustrates an evolutionary algorithm

for the automati synthesis and optimization of fuzzy

ontrollers for the Weight Assoiative Rule Proes-

sor (W.A.R.P.) manufatured by SGS-Thomson Mi-

roeletronis. The philosophy of this work was to

exploit the full potential of suh a proessor rather

than use very simple membership funtions and rule

strutures to redue the number of degrees of freedom

in the searh. Details of the algorithm implementa-

tion and a disussion of experimental results obtained

for the ball-and-beam problem are given.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Evolutionary Algorithms

The name Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) enom-

passes a family of stohasti optimization tehniques

based on the key onept of evolution, suh as Geneti

Algorithms [2℄, Evolution Strategies and Evolutionary

Programming. A reent work of referene and synthe-

sis in that �eld is [7℄.

An EA makes a population of andidate solution-

s for the problem at hand evolve by iteratively ap-

plying a set of stohasti operators, known as muta-

tion, reombination, reprodution and seletion. Mu-

tation randomly perturbs a andidate solution; reom-

bination deomposes two distint solutions and then

randomly mixes their parts to form a novel solution;

reprodution repliates the most suessful solutions

found in a population; seletion purges poor solutions

from a population.

�

The work desribed in this paper was arried out while the

author was visiting the Computer Siene Division of the Uni-

versity of California at Berkeley, supported by SGS-Thomson

Miroeletronis through Co.Ri.M.Me.

The resulting proess tends to �nd globally opti-

mal solutions to the problem muh in the same way

as natural populations of organisms adapt to their sur-

rounding environment.

1.2 W.A.R.P.

W.A.R.P. is a hip for fuzzy ontrol appliations

[8℄ manufatured by SGS-Thomson Miroeletroni-

s. Its arhiteture arises from the need of realizing

an integrated struture with high inferening perfor-

mane and exibility. Therefore, W.A.R.P. supports

anteedent membership funtions with any shape, up

to 256 rules, eah omprising up to four anteeden-

t lauses and one onsequent lause; up to 16 input

variables an be handled, desribed by up to 16 dis-

tint membership funtions eah, while as many as

128 membership funtions an be de�ned for output

variables.

Writing an evolutionary algorithm that is able to

exploit the versatility of suh a tool to synthesize and

optimize fuzzy rule sets for ontrol problems poses an

interesting methodologial hallenge.

1.3 Related work

Other works found in the literature on evolutionary

synthesis and optimization of fuzzy ontrollers ([4, 6,

3℄ among others), while giving really promising results,

tend to use very simple membership funtions and rule

strutures, in order to redue the number of degrees

of freedom in the searh proess, along with a lassial

geneti algorithm model. A lear disadvantage of this

approah is that muh of the power of a proessor like

W.A.R.P. would remain unexploited.

The spirit of this work points in the opposite di-

retion. An enoding that diretly maps to the ma-

hine level of W.A.R.P.'s programming language has

been de�ned, and ad ho mutation and rossover op-

erators have been designed to deal with it. For this



reason this approah ould perhaps be lassi�ed as a

somehow atypial instane of Geneti Programming

[5℄. Everything, from the number of rules and mem-

bership funtions to their struture and shape, is left

to be disovered by the evolutionary proess. In this

sense, the only onstraints for the evolved ontrollers

are those imposed by the proessor's hardware imple-

mentation.

A novel model for seletion, based on ompetition

[9℄, is employed, whih makes it possible to irum-

vent the diÆult and often ritial task of de�ning

an appropriate �tness funtion. Instead, very simple

and general rules are used to determine the winner

of a stohasti tournament between two ontrollers:

Assuming that failure and suess onditions of a sim-

ulation are de�ned, an initial ondition is randomly

generated and the simulations for both ompeting on-

trollers are arried out in parallel until one of them

fails or sueeds; the ompetition is then won by the

ontroller that sueeds or by the one that does not

fail. Despite its extreme simpliity, this seletion mod-

el is suÆient for evolution of sensible strategies to

take plae.

The evolutionary algorithm thus relies on the avail-

ability of a simulator for the system to be ontrolled.

It does not try to take advantage of additional knowl-

edge about the problem; however, if available, expert

knowledge an be supplied by inserting hand-written

rule sets into the initial population.

1.4 The Ball-and-Beam Problem

The ball-and-beam problem has been used as a test

ase for the evolutionary algorithm presented. Given

a beam �xed at its enter with a horizontal pivot and

free to rotate around it, the task is to maneuver it so

as to drive a ball, rolling on it in a groove, from its

initial position into a target interval (x

0

; x

1

), without

leaving it fall o� either end of the beam.

In the form used by the author, this problem fea-

tures �ve input (state) variables (all quantities are

measured aording to the International System):

� position �1 � x � 1;

� veloity �10 � v � 10;

� aeleration �g � a � g of the ball with respet

to the beam, where g = 9:81 is the gravity ael-

eration;

� inlination �

�

2

� � �

�

2

;

� angular veloity �10 � ! � 10 of the beam.

target

F

x

ωθ v
x

x0
1

Figure 1: A shemati illustration of the ball-and-

beam problem.

The problem has one output (ontrol) variable, the

fore �10 � F � 10 that has to be applied to the

beam.

Figure 1 depits the system to be ontrolled. In the

version employed, the target interval was de�ned by

x

0

= 0:5 and x

1

= 0:6. The dynamis of the system is

desribed by the following di�erential equation:

8
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=

d
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dt

2

= [x(t)!(t)
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� g sin �(t)℄;

d!(t)

dt
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�(t)

dt

2

= F (t);

where  = 0:7143.

2 THE ALGORITHM

The overall struture of the algorithm is as follows:

1. Initialize population, either randomly or by read-

ing it from a �le;

2. Repeat until the termination ondition is met:

(a) Pik two individuals at random from the

population, have them play a ompetition.

The winner will reprodue, while the loser

will be replaed by the winner's o�spring;

(b) With probability p

x

, pik two individuals at

random, have them play a ompetition and

have the winner perform rossover with the

winner of the former ompetition.

() Subjet the o�spring to random mutation;

(d) Replae the loser of the �rst ompetition

with the o�spring.

3. Dump the population to a �le.

Typologially, this algorithm may be haraterized

as a steady-state evolutionary algorithm using random

binary tournament seletion.

The termination ondition an be that a number of

generations �xed by the user a priori has elapsed or it

an be triggered by a (fuzzy) prediate on a number

of population statistis.



2.1 Enoding

W.A.R.P. programs are enoded in three main

hunks: A set of membership funtions for the input

(or status) variables, a set of symmetri membership

funtions, represented by means of area-baryenter

pairs for the output (or ontrol) variables, and a set

of rules.

A single input variable membership funtion is de-

�ned by a list of 32 points; a point is a pair of �xed

point numbers �tting into a byte. Output variable

membership funtions are restrited by W.A.R.P.'s

hardware arhiteture to be symmetrial, thus they

an be heaply desribed using two parameters: Area

and baryenter. A rule is a list of up to four onjoin-

t anteedent lauses (the IF part) and a onsequent

lause (the THEN part). A lause is represented by a

ouple of indexes referring to a variable and one of its

fuzzy subdomains, i.e. a membership funtion.

W.A.R.P.'s hardware implementation requires that,

for eah output variable, two membership funtions

exist and be used in at least one rule. This require-

ment is enfored in the algorithm by the onvention

that the �rst rules have �xed onsequent sides; more-

over, the �rst two membership funtions of every out-

put variable oinide respetively with the minimum

and maximum of the relevant de�nition interval, with

null area (that is, they represent risp extreme values

for that variable).

2.2 Initialization

The population an be seeded either with hand-

written or otherwise already existing W.A.R.P. pro-

grams or with new random ones. A new individual is

reated aording to the following algorithm:

1. for eah input variable there must be at least one

domain; the number of additional domains to be

de�ned for it is determined by sampling from a

trunated exponential distribution with mean 3;

2. the shapes of the membership funtions for the in-

put variables are determined by random extra-

tion of a entroid C; then two sigmoids having

their maximum in C are drawn on both sides to

yield an asymmetri bell-shaped urve, whose val-

ues in the extrema of the interval [a; b℄ of the rel-

evant input variable are null:

�(x) =

(

sin

�(x�a)

2(C�a)

; x < C;

sin

�(x�b)

2(b�C)

; x � C;

3. At least two output membership funtions have

to be present for eah output variable; the numer

of additional domains for eah output variable is

determined by sampling from a trunated expo-

nential distribution with mean 3.

4. the baryenters for the output variables are ran-

domly extrated in the range of the relevant vari-

able; the areas are extrated at random suh that

they orrespond to a triangular membership fun-

tion whose base is entirely ontained in the range

of the variable;

5. at least two rules have to be present, using at

least two di�erent output domains; the number

of additional rules in the rule base is determined

by sampling from a trunated exponential distri-

bution with mean 6;

6. the rules are generated aording to the following

algorithm:

(a) for eah input variable, a fair oin is ipped

to deide whether to inlude it in the an-

teedent part, not exeeding four variables;

(b) for eah seleted input variable, a domain is

extrated among those de�ned for it;

() an output variable and a domain for it are

extrated for the onsequent part of the rule.

2.3 Crossover

The rossover operator implemented preserves the

admissibility of W.A.R.P. programs. A new W.A.R.P.

program is obtained by ombining the piees of two

parent programs. Eah rule of the o�spring program

an be inherited from one of the parent programs with

probability 1=2; when inherited, a rule takes with it to

the o�spring program all the referred domains, along

with their membership funtions. Other domains an

be inherited from the parents even if they are not used

in the rule set of the o�spring program. These are used

as padding material so that the size of the o�spring

be roughly the average of its parents' sizes.

2.4 Mutation

Mutation too preserves the admissibility of

W.A.R.P. programs. It an result in one or more of

the following hanges, with probability given by the

mutation rate, p

m

, idential and independent for eah

omponent of the genotype:

� a new domain with a random membership fun-

tion is added to an input variable;



� a domain whose membership funtion is not used

in the rules is removed from an input variable;

� a membership funtion is perturbed as follows:

1. a point X in the range of the relevant vari-

able is extrated at random with uniform

probability;

2. a new value Y 2 [0; 1℄ for the membership

funtion in X is extrated, again with uni-

form probability;

3. the spread � of the perturbation is extrated

from an exponential distribution with mean

one quarter of the variable interval;

4. the old membership funtion � is modi�ed

into a new one �� suh that ��(X) = Y ,

��(x) = �Y + (1� �)�(x);

where

� =

1

�

X�x

�

�

2

+ 1

:

� a new domain, with random area and baryenter,

is added to an output variable;

� a domain whose area and baryenter are not used

in the rules is removed from an output variable;

� an area/baryenter pair is perturbed as follows:

1. a standard deviation � for the perturbation

is extrated from an exponential distribu-

tion;

2. a new baryenter is extrated from a trun-

ated normal distribution with mean the old

baryenter and standard deviation �;

3. a new area is extrated from a trunated

exponential distribution with mean the old

area, suh that it orresponds to a triangu-

lar membership funtion entirely ontained

in the range of the relevant output variable;

� a new random rule is added to the rule set; the

new rule is generated as follows:

1. for eah input variable, a fair oin is ipped

to deide whether to inlude it in the an-

teedent part, not exeeding four variables;

2. for eah seleted input variable, a domain is

extrated among those de�ned for it;

3. an output variable and a domain for it are

extrated for the onsequent part of the rule;

� a rule is removed from the rule set;

� a rule gets a random anteedent lause prediat-

ing an input variable not yet used added to it;

� an anteedent lause is removed from a rule;

� the prediate of an anteedent lause is modi�ed

by randomly extrating one of the domains de-

�ned for the relevant input variable;

� the prediate of the onsequent lause of a rule is

modi�ed by randomly extrating one of the do-

mains de�ned for the relevant output variable.

2.5 Seletion

Competitive seletion [9℄ is a form of stohasti

binary tournament seletion. It relies on a stohas-

ti funtion whih, given two ompeting individuals,

hooses the winner aording to a probability.

A random initial ondition is generated, then the

behaviour of both ompetitors is emulated on two par-

allel simulations of the objet problem. A ompetitor

loses as soon as it violates any onstraint of the prob-

lem; a ompetitor wins if one of three ases happens:

� its opponent loses;

� the simulation omes to an end and the ontroller

is in a target ondition, while its opponent is not;

� when the simulation time is elapsed the ontroller

is loser to the goal than the opponent.

A tie may result if both ompetitors fail or sueed at

the same time, or if as the simulation time is over their

distane from the goal are equivalent; in that ase the

individual having fewer rules wins. Seletive pressure

an be adjusted by the use of multiple ompetition

mathes.

Suh a seletion sheme doesn't require the expliit

de�nition of a �tness funtion. Although probably not

the most eÆient hoie, this should result in a greater

generality of the approah.

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm desribed above was implemented

on an HP9000 712/60 workstation, and a number of

experimental runs were performed trying several pa-

rameter settings. The best results were obtained with

a population size not below 64 individuals, mutation

rate omprised between 0.001 and 0.1 and rossover

rate p

x

between 0.1 and 0.2.



The dynamis of the ball-and-beam problem were

simulated using a simple Euler method with a step of

0.5 ms; the sampling rate for the ontroller was set to

20 Hz.

Exeution times for a million steps (a step being

the generation of a new o�spring individual) varied

between 24 and 48 hours, depending on the seletive

pressure.

The omplexity of the ball-and-beam system, along

with the intentional lak of a performane (�tness)

measure, doesn't allow an easy quantitative desrip-

tion of results. Instead, the author deems more signif-

iant to give a qualitative desription of the ontrollers

synthesized by the algorithm.

Overall, the evolution appears to go through three

partially overlapping stages:

1. In the �rst stage the population learns how to

respet the problem onstraints, that is, in the

ase of the ball-and-beam, to keep the ball on the

beam without letting it fall o� either end.

2. In the subsequent stage, whih begins when more

or less all individuals in the population are able

not to violate any onstraint, the population

learns how to reah the goal, that is, for the ball

and beam, to drive the ball into the designated

area of the beam and hold it within as long as

possible.

3. The last stage begins when the majority of indi-

viduals manage to reah the goal in most ases.

At that point what makes the di�erene in evo-

lutionary terms is the speed at whih a ontroller

is able to reah the goal and therefore the popu-

lation starts optimizing the ontrol strategy with

respet to time.

3.1 The solutions

It is interesting to briey examine what the on-

trollers synthesized by the algorithm look like and how

they behave.

In almost all the ases two rules were suÆient

to aount for the strategy solving the ball-and-beam

problem. It appears that the bulk of the information

de�ning a strategy resides in the shapes of the mem-

bership funtions assoiated with the input variables,

whereas the output membership funtions degenerate

into risp numbers, F

�

and F

+

, plaed at the two ex-

trema of the feasible interval. Figure 2 shows a sample

ontroller evolved by the algorithm.

The strategy used by all the evolved ontrollers an

be desribed as follows:

p
o
s
0

v
e
l
1

v
e
l
0

a
n
g
v
0

i
n
c
l
0

IF ! is angv

0

AND x is pos

0

AND v is vel

0

THEN F is F

�

IF � is inl

0

AND v is vel

1

THEN F is F

+

Figure 2: A ontroller for the ball-and-beam problem

evolved by the algorithm. The �ve membership fun-

tions are plotted aross the de�nition interval of the

relevant variables

1. Slow the ball down, by tilting the beam in the

opposite diretion with respet to the motion of

the ball, and in proportion with its speed, until

the ball sits almost still around the enter of the

beam.

2. Push the ball toward the target interval with

short, gentle jerks in the right diretion, imme-

diately balaned by other ones the opposite way.

As a result, the ball moves by �ts and starts, but

at a onstant pae, until it enters the target in-

terval.

3. Keep the ball on�ned within the target interval,

by suddenly tilting the beam as the ball approah-

es either boundary.

In all the ases observed, this last part of the strategy

was not ompletely suessful, in that every now and

then the ball manages to esape from the target in-

terval for a very short time, before being pushed bak

into it.



4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This paper presented an evolutionary algorithm for

the automati synthesis and optimization of fuzzy on-

trollers for the W.A.R.P. fuzzy miroproessor.

The overall struture of the algorithm, as well as

the enoding and the ad ho de�nitions of rossover

and mutation were illustrated.

The proposed approah was tested on the ball-and-

beam problem, and the risults were qualitatively de-

sribed.

Disussion The omputational e�ort required to

synthesize ontrollers for the ball-and-beam problem

using the proposed approah might look, to say the

least, preposterous to a reader with a bakground

in engineering. However, the algorithm, as it is, is

designed on purpose not to take any advantage not

only of problem-spei� expert knowledge that may

be available, but also of ontrol engineering ommon

sense. Improvements in these diretions are always

possible: For instane, one ould predetermine the

shape and number of membership funtions for eah

variable, or �x a minimum and maximum number of

rules, as well as seed the population with rough hand-

rafted approximations of the ontrollers sought for.

This is not the point of this paper. The point is to

show that evolutionary tehniques an ome up with

programmings that make eÆient and e�etive use of

all the degrees of freedom provided by a fuzzy mi-

roproessor like W.A.R.P. Besides, even two days of

CPU time on a workstation are less expensive than

one hour of the time of a ontrol engineer.

Future diretions Extensions of this work are pos-

sible in two major, orthogonal diretions.

First of all the algorithm an be made more spei�

for ertain lasses of ontrol problems by enapsulat-

ing more ontrol engineering expertise in the represen-

tation and in the operators.

On the other hand the algorithm an be re�ned

for a more eÆient use of the omputing resoures.

A tehnique that the author has already used in the

past with good results onsists in adding a fuzzy gov-

ernment module to the algorithm [1℄, to dynamially

tune its parameters and detet the emergene of an

optimal solution.
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